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Next Run No: 1705
Date: 01/04/2013
Start: Drake Manor, Buckland Monachorum
On Down: Drake Manor, Buckland Monachorum
Hares: Ernie & Stopcock

Monday 18 March 2013
19:30 hours:
US Military satellites detect a significant
conflagration near a place known as „Chip
Shop‟, England. President Barrack Obama is
informed as CIA operatives believe a possible
strike by Al-Qaeda is in progress. Unsure of
the significance of England, Barrack, none the
less, instructs the CIA to alert some limey
called David Cameroon.
The Joint Chiefs of Staff are immediately summoned to the COBR and UK armed forces are
placed on Red Alert; as Spike is unavailable, the Plymouth Nuclear, Biological and Chemical
Defence team are dispatched to investigate.
21:00 hours:
Given precise co-ordinates the team arrives at a woodland clearing to find suspicious signs of a
recent gathering and some dying embers: fragments of a reddish, heavy duty canvas material
hanging limply from an intricate geodesic metal framework. The evidence is immediately
dispatched to the Alistair Campbell forensics laboratory for analysis.
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Tuesday 19 March 2012
09:00 hours
A „dossier‟ is presented to MI6, personally from Mr Campbell. The suspicious material was
conclusively revealed it to be the remains of the nose cones of Kamikaze, Taliban Zeppelins, sent
to wreak mayhem and destruction on the infidels of Devon.
Meanwhile a group of „Not Quite Zacklies‟ formally known as TVH3 had waited with trepidation for
guidance from Heir Slush, apologies, Hare Slush. “Is it three for the price of one again?” and “did
he do it on his mountain bike?” they asked. They then proceeded to run up and down and in and
out of the woods adjacent to the incident site for no apparent reason. Fortunately Slush‟s haring
enthusiasm was moderated by Luffly and a pleasant combination of terrain followed for 40
minutes…..yes only 40 minutes! See Slush tonight for a partial rebate if you felt short changed.
Strange conversations were overheard that night in the woods: chiefly Whinge boasting about his
“Guernsey Early Riser” with dimensions of “10 inches” being mentioned. Luscious was later
interrogated about the possible effects of Channel Island holidays on his prowess. Serious heavy
breathing issued from „Slap‟ from the very start. What does he think about so early into the Hash?
Back at the Chip Shop Inn Slush braved his inaugural „Hash Hush‟ with his Steely dignity, despite
the heckling from Glanni and reports of Windy, a leg bag and flooding on the top of a double
decker bus in Cambridge came to light that evening along with suggestions to re-christen Barney
as “Goldfinger”.
Saturday 23 March 2013
Biff‟s 50th Birthday Bash: yes can you believe it? Only the greying hair belies that youthful
complexion and Glanni‟s to blame for that! However, a splendid do with a PHS (Proper Handsome
Spread) provided by the party goers. Glanni‟s disciplined queuing system eventually broke down
mid-way through the meal as a stamped was triggered for the excellent chocolate torte, once word
of it had seeped out. Entertainment consisted of the Gruff Nuts, recently returned from a prolonged
stay at the Wayne Rooney hair restoration clinic.
The Nuts played many „Golden Oldies‟ from Kate‟s era. Part way through the evening they struck
up with “I‟m the King of the Swingers”. This released the inner ape man within
Glanni…….impressive energetic dancing, which might explain his performance tonight or simply
explains Glanni!
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